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Zadie Smith 2008 zadie smith critical essays is a timely collection of
critical articles examining how zadie smith s novels and short stories
interrogate race postcolonialism and identity essays explore the various
ways smith approaches issues of race either by deconstructing notions of
race or interrogating the complexity of biracial identity and how smith
takes on contemporary debates concerning notions of britishness
englishness and black britishness some essays also consider the shifting
identities adopted by those who identify with both british and west
indian south asian or east asian ancestry other essays explore smith s
contemporary postcolonial approach to britain s colonial legacy and the
difference between how immigrants and first generation british born
children deal with cultural alienation and displacement this thought
provoking collection is a much needed critical tool for students and
researchers in both contemporary british literature and diasporic
literature and culture back cover
Writing for The New Yorker: Critical Essays on an American Periodical
2015-01-01 original critical essays on an iconic american periodical
providing new insights into twentieth century literary culture this
collection of newly commissioned critical essays reads across and
between new yorker departments from sports writing to short stories
cartoons to reporters at large poetry to annals of business attending to
the relations between these kinds of writing and the magazine s visual
and material constituents the collection examines the distinctive ways
in which imaginative writing has inhabited the prime real estate of this
enormously influential periodical in bringing together a range of
sharply angled analyses of particular authors styles columns and pages
this book offers multiple perspectives on american writing and
periodical culture at specific moments in twentieth century history
How to Write Critical Essays 1985 othello critical essays is a volume of
21 chapters that examine one of shakespeare s most complex tragedies
these essays explore among others issues of friendship and fealty love
and betrayal race and gender issues
Critical Essays 1951 new critical gathers roland barthes s essays on
classic texts of french literature works by la rochefoucauld
chateaubriand proust flaubert fromentin and lori like an artist
sketching barthes in these essays is working out the more fascinating
details of his larger theories in the innocuously names proust and names
and flaubert and sentences barthes explores the relation of the author
to writing that begins his transition to his later thought in his
studies of la rochefoucauld s maxims and the illustrative plates of the
encyclopedia barthes reveals new vistas on common cultural artifacts
while where to begin offers a glimpse into his own analytical processes
the concluding essays on fromentin and loti show the breadth of barthes
s inquiry as a whole the essays demonstrate both the acuity and
freshness of barthes s critical mind and the gracefulness of his own use
of language
Othello 2002 a selection of representative writings in literary
criticism and aesthetics by 40 critics
New Critical Essays 2009-12-03 salman rushdie 1947 has emerged over the
years as one of the most controversial figures of our times who excites
contrary feelings but whether admired or criticized the fact remains
that rushdie with his commitment to struggle for freedom of expression
for speech to the silenced for power to the disempowered is a writer who
cannot be ignored one of the major preoccupations of rushdie s art is
the issue of migrant identity many of his characters are migrants
drifting from shore to shore in search of some imaginary homeland and
obviously the author identifies himself with his migrant personae search
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for identity is perhaps the one recurring theme in rushdie s works and
the themes of double identity divided selves and shadow figures persist
in his writings as correlative for the schismatic dual identity of the
migrant as well as the necessary confusion and ambiguity of the migrant
existence rushdie describes the world from this unique point of view of
the migrant narrator he is also conscious of his role in this regard in
re describing the world and thus creating a new vision of art and life
by exercising what he describes as the migrant writer s privilege to
choose his parents rushdie has chosen his inheritance from a vast
repertoire of literary parents including cervantes kafka melville et al
his novels and stories derive their special flavour from the author s
superb handling of the characteristic postmodern devices like magic
realism palimpsest ekphrasis etc rushdie has been rightly compared with
such literary innovators stalwarts of our times as gunter grass milan
kundera gabriel garcia marquez et al readers of the present volumes will
be taken round the world of rushdie by erudite scholars whose well
researched perceptive articles will add substantially to their enjoyment
of these fantastic imaginary homelands
Virginia Woolf 1993 kurt vonnegut s darkly comic work became a symbol
for the counterculture of a generation from his debut novel player piano
1951 through seminal 1960 s novels such as cat s cradle 1963 and
slaughterhouse five 1969 up to the recent success of a man without a
country 2005 vonnegut s writing has remained commercially popular
offering a satirical yet optimistic outlook on modern life though many
fellow writers admired vonnegut gore vidal famously suggesting that kurt
was never dull the academic establishment has tended to retain a degree
of scepticism concerning the validity of his work this dynamic
collection aims to re evaluate vonnegut s position as an integral part
of the american post war cannon of literature
Eighteenth-century Critical Essays 1961 critical essays examine the
impact and influence of huxley s early novels and poems and explore the
later stages of his career
Salman Rushdie 2006 the essays in cutting edges examine english satire
of the eighteenth century from various theory based postmodern
perspectives some examine little known works that postmodern concerns
such as the role of women and the problems of authorship have rendered
especially interesting others reconsider familiar works in terms of the
latest critical issues the justification for these investigations is
that both satire and postmodern methods are extremely skeptical and
acutely aware that language is always ironic always pointing to the gap
between signifier and signified the approaches in this book include
those associated with deconstruction reception theory marxist criticism
the new historicism and various feminist criticisms and with such
theorists as derrida bakhtin goux and luhmann while most of the major
figures of eighteenth century satire butler rochester swift pope gay
fielding sterne and johnson are represented here so too are many other
interesting writers thomas shadwell fannie burney mary davys and
elizabeth hamilton to name but a few
New Critical Essays on Kurt Vonnegut 2015-12-04 orwell demonstrates in
piece after piece how intent analysis of a work or body of work gives
rise to trenchant aesthetic and philosophical commentary
Aldous Huxley 1974 this volume in the shakespeare criticism series
offers a range of approaches to twelfth night including its critical
reception performance history and relation to early modern culture james
schiffer s extensive introduction surveys the play s critical reception
and performance history while individual essays explore a variety of
topics relevant to a full appreciation of the play early modern notions
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of love friendship sexuality madness festive ritual exoticism social
mobility and detection the contributors approach these topics from a
variety of perspectives such as new critical new historicist cultural
materialist feminist and queer theory and performance criticism
occasionally combining several approaches within a single essay the new
essays from leading figures in the field explore and extend the key
debates surrounding twelfth night creating the ideal book for readers
approaching this text for the first time or wishing to further their
knowledge of this stimulating much loved play
Cutting Edges 1995 first published in 1986 this outstanding collection
of major essays by some of america s finest literary scholars and
critics provides students of american literature with a unique
perspective of america s romantic literature some of these essays make
connections between authors or define romanticism in terms of one of the
works others address major issues during the period others offer a
framework for specific works and finally some give interpretations for
the reader all of the essays offer distinctive voices that will engage
students in this rich and memorable period of american literature
Literature in the Modern World 1991 a collection of critical essays by
one of england s foremost literary critics this volume offers insightful
and provocative commentary on a variety of literary topics and authors
from shakespeare to browning to wilde henley s essays are a testament to
the enduring power and beauty of the english language this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
All Art Is Propaganda 2009-10-14 gagnier s introduction and selection of
essays on wilde 1854 1900 mainly concern contemporary american criticism
including three original essays written for this volume together they
constitute an assessment of what wilde s work and history mean for the
us at this juncture of world history and social theory annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Reason in Madness 1968 if one were to climb the beanstalk of american
drama what would be discovered at the very top is a giant his name is
eugene o neill he towers above american drama like a colossus and for
many critics theatrical reviewers and scholars other playwrights were
but petty things to walk under his huge legs and peep about monumental
is the word most often used to describe o neill s work from strange
interlude to a touch of the poet this word may be used as well to
describe o neill and his reputation no one ever accused o neill or his
work of being too small so says editor martine in introducing this
collection with his own compendious bibliography of o neill scholarship
isbn 0 8161 8683 9 28 50
Twelfth Night 2013-01-11 manslaughter blackmail violent sex sudden death
out of materials which might have served a lesser author as the basis
for mere melodrama e m forster created literary vehicles which convey
the reader with near celestial ease to psychological realms as diverse
as the london drawing room and the indian cave of revelation the essays
collected here range from early commentaries introducing forster to an
american audience to more recent essays illuminating the subtlety and
resourcefulness of his fictional method the acute modernity of his moral
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and intellectual concerns disputing a long held view that forster is
intellectually a victorian in bondage to the liberal pieties he
portrayed so well these critics point to his capacity for rigorous self
scrutiny and detached observation of those very institutions and ideas
so often associated with him as they reveal new facets of forster s
accomplishment these essays indicate why the twentieth century now
recognizes him as one of its major literary figures from publisher s
description
Romanticism 2016-03-31 thirteen essays exploring conrad s dramatic and
moral concepts especially the importance of action and sacrifice
Critical Essays on Thomas Pynchon 1981 a collection of essays that
provide a critique of the popular and powerful genre of confessional
writing contributors discuss a range of poetry prose and drama including
the work of john berryman anne sexton ted hughes and helen fielding
English Critical Essays 1968 first published in 2001 routledge is an
imprint of taylor francis an informa company
English and Other Critical Essays 2023-07-18 critical essays examine the
general poetic qualities individual poems and analyzes significant
passages
Critical Essays on Oscar Wilde 1991 eagleton comes face to face with
stanley fish gayatri spivak slavoj zizek edward said david beckham and
many others
Critical Essays on Eugene O'Neill 1984 fourteen contributions from
scholars in the u s and abroad discuss the beat movement in literature
the majority of the essays explore the works of jack kerouac william s
burroughs allen ginsberg and gary snyder other topics include a
discussion of chicano writer oscar zeta acosta as a beat writer and the
influence of the beats on contemporary german and dutch literature
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Forster 1966 contributions by alice knox eaton mar gallego maxine lavon
montgomery evelyn jaffe schreiber shirley a stave justine tally susana
vega gonzález and anissa wardi in her eleventh novel god help the child
toni morrison returned to several of the signature themes explored in
her previous work pernicious beauty standards for women particularly
african american women mother child relationships racism and colorism
and child sexual abuse god help the child published in 2015 is set in
the contemporary period unlike all of her previous novels the
contemporary setting is ultimately incidental to the project of the
novel however as with morrison s other work the story takes on mythic
qualities and the larger than life themes lend themselves to allegorical
and symbolic readings that resonate in light of both contemporary and
historical issues new critical essays on toni morrison s god help the
child race culture and history a collection of eight essays by both
seasoned morrison scholars as well as new and rising scholars takes on
the novel in a nuanced and insightful analysis interpreting it in
relation to morrison s earlier work as well as locating it within
ongoing debates in literary and other academic disciplines engaged with
african american literature the volume is divided into three sections
the first focuses on trauma both the pain and suffering caused by
neglect and abuse as well as healing and understanding the second
section considers narrative choices concentrating on experimentation and
reader engagement the third section turns a comparative eye to morrison
s fictional canon from her debut work of fiction the bluest eye until
the present these essays build on previous studies of morrison s novels
and deepen readers understanding of both her last novel and her larger
literary output
Conrad 1966 james baldwin has been on of the foremost interpreters of
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the black american experience the controversial and outspoken nature of
his works has stirred up a storm of critical reaction kenneth kinnamon
has selected a broad range of interpretations of baldwin s life and work
race sex violence love and religion the most recurrent themes in baldwin
s works receive the scrutiny of diverse commentators literary and social
critics black and white explore in detail the impact worth and place of
baldwin as an imaginative writer and as an analyst of american racial
dilemmas from publisher s description
Modern Confessional Writing 2006-03-29 nicola barker s exuberant novels
here receive the scholarly attention they deserve in a collection of
essays which moves chronologically through her oeuvre the chapters are
broad ranging placing barker s work in its contemporary context and
collectively making a convincing case for her importance as one of our
most inventive novelists contents foreword nicola barker the barkeresque
mode an introduction berthold schoene indie style reversed forecast and
a turn of the century aesthetic ben masters temporary people wide open
as an island narrative daniel marc janes you grew up in this shithole
then literary geographics and the thames gateway series len platt the
pair of opposites paradox ambivalence destabilization and resistance in
five miles from outer hope ginette carpenter woah there a moment time
out slowing down in clear a transparent novel beccy kennedy beneath the
thin veneer of the modern medievalism in darkmans christopher vardy
burley cross postbox theft as comedy huw marsh tuning into my awareness
continuum optimized attention in the yips alice bennett exuberant
narration as metaphysical currency in in the approaches berthold schoene
the pursuit of happiness in h a ppy or what a difference an a makes
eleanor byrne notes on contributors index
Nineteenth Century English Prose 1908 first published in 1966 this title
complies a selection of critical articles by various authors on the
poetry of robert browning the editor has collected a number of important
general studies of browning s mind and art by english and american
critics as well as studies on individual poems this book will be of
interest to students of literature
Cultural History and Education 2001 throughout his extraordinary career
roland barthes was always a step ahead of critical trends semiology
structuralism post structuralism a feat he often accomplished by
focusing on writers whose work was forgotten or undervalued new critical
essays shows barthes at his best as he reconsiders the work of la
rochefoucauld chateaubriand proust flaubert fromentin and loti
Wordsworth 1972
Homer 1962
Figures of Dissent 2003
Bernard Malamud 1975
The Beat Generation 2002
New Critical Essays on Toni Morrison's God Help the Child 2020-07-15
James Baldwin 1974
Nicola Barker 2020-10-20
Critical Essays on George Eliot 1970
Elizabethan Critical Essays 1971
Robert Browning 2016-04-28
New Critical Essays 1998-12-01
Edith Wharton 1992
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